Tutorial: Design of a Steering
Wheel
(Made with Altair Inspire)(Updated by Nimisha Srivastava, Updated by Daniella
Hickman)
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Altair Inspire Basics
The steps for running any optimization run in Altair Inspire are as follows:

1. Draw/Import Geometry:
The first step to start an optimization run is to draw or import the geometry which needs
to be optimized to obtain the final design.
•

Drawing the geometry:
On clicking the geometry tab, a ribbon with various tool icons which can be used for creating
and editing the basic geometry within the tool.

Figure 1 Geometry Tools
•

Importing the geometry:
If the basic geometry to be optimized and redesigned is already available, then it can be
imported into the tool directly using the File > Import option.
Altair Inspire supports most commercially available CAD formats.

Figure 2 Importing a File
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2. Assign Design Space:
The next step is to assign the part of the geometry that will be affected during
optimization. It is important to choose the design space in a way that the change in its
shape does not affect its functionality when used in conjunction with other components.
Any part can be assigned as the design space by checking the Design Space check-box in
the drop-down menu which appears on right clicking it.

Figure 3 Selecting the Design Space

3. Assign Material:
In order to correctly analyze the model, its constituent materials should be known.
Each part is assigned a material by clicking on the Material option in the drop-down menu
which appears on right clicking it. The Material option further opens up a drop-down list
from which a material may be selected.
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Figure 4 Assigning Material

4. Defining the problem:
The physical problem may be defined by applying forces and fixing supports in accordance
to the given conditions using the Structure tab. Again, a ribbon with various tools which
may be used for setting up the physical problem appears.
Multi-sensitive icon for assigning supports and loads

Figure 5 Problem Set-up Tools
5. Run Optimization:
Click on the play button to run the optimization.
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Figure 6 Run Optimization

Let’s try it! Tutorial: Design of a Steering Wheel
1. Drawing the geometry:
•

First, ensure that the MKS (m kg N s) unit system is activated by entering the File >
Preferences > Units to ‘m Kg N s’.

Figure 7 Setting the Unit System
•

Alternatively, use the dialogue at the bottom right hand corner
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Tab for changing units

Figure 8 Tab for Changing Units
•

Go to the Geometry ribbon to start creating the model.

Figure 9 Geometry Ribbon

•

Select the “Circle by Centre and Point” sketching tool to start creating the outer rim of the
steering wheel.

Figure 10 Circle by Centre and point
•

Click on the sketch plane once to place the center point of the circle and define the length
of the diameter by moving the cursor. We will use 0.35m as this is the general steering
wheel size.
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Figure 11 Creating a circle
•

The thickness of the rim will be 0.03m. Hence create a concentric circle within, of diameter
0.32m.

Figure 12 Creating the Frame of the Rim
•
•
•

Right-click to exit sketch mode. All closed loops are converted to sub-faces.
Next, go to Geometry > Push/Pull. Move the cursor over the sub-face you just sketched.
Pull the sub-face outward by clicking-and-dragging the cursor normal to the face to
extrude it into a solid. (Note you can also enter the dimension at this stage, 0.03m)
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•

Push the centre surface and give the opposite dimension to the centre face so that it is
removed (0.03m)

Figure 13 Pulling the Surface

Figure 14 Pushing the Internal Surface

•

We need the sketch we are about to create to be a “new part”, hence click the Create New
Part icon.

•

Create two concentric circles with outer superimposed on the 0.32 diameter circle and the
inner one with 0.1m diameter.
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Figure 15 Creating the New Part

•

Push pull to get the below shape

Figure 16 Pulling the new part
•

Repeat the procedure for the third part; diameter of smaller inner circle is 0.06m. •
Now hide all parts except the largest part, (see image below) to modify it
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Figure 17 Hiding all other parts
•

We will remove the top half of the steering wheel so that the dashboard will be visible.
Select the Arc by Center and Ends.

Figure 18 Arc By Center and Ends
•

Click on the top face of the part for sketching plane, do not add a new part, click on the
center and two ends of the part and then close this arc with a straight line using the line
option.

Figure 19 Dividing the Part Using a Straight Line

•

Right click to go to push/pull, Enter the appropriate dimension and push/pull to remove
the top part.
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Figure 20 Modified Part Post Removing the Top Section

•

Right click to go to push/pull. Enter the appropriate dimension and push/pull to remove
the top part.

•

Hide the above part, display the rim (see image below), we will modify this part next.

Figure 21 Outer Rim
•

Create two arcs on either side with the above dimensions, join the arcs with straight lines
(make sure you use “create new part”) (these new parts are created to be load carrying
non-design areas). Push/pull these sketches

•

Right click on this newly created part and duplicate it by copying it and pasting it in the
same location
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Figure 22 Creating New Parts
•

Now use Boolean > Subtract, to subtract the newly created part from the full ring

Figure 23 Subtract the Part

•

Colour the parts differently for easy use, the model will finally have the below four parts.
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Figure 24 Final Model
2. Assigning the design space:
•

Next, the design space is assigned. Right click on the part shown and check the Design
Space check box.

Figure 25 Assigning the Design Space

3. Defining the Problem:
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•

Now we will constrain the movement of the wheel, click on the supports in loads and
supports, within the structure ribbon.

Figure 26 Selecting apply supports in the Loads icon
•

Click on the innermost surface of the innermost part (purple) and this will create a
rotational constraint as shown. Free the rotational degree of freedom.

Figure 27 Applied Support at the Center

•

Next, apply a pressure of 100 Pa on all sides of the handle parts as shown below using the
Structure > Loads icon.

Figure 28 Apply Pressure
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Figure 29 Applying Pressure on the Handle

4. Run Optimization
•
•

After the set-up is complete, click on the play button on the Optimization icon.
Run the Optimization with the following settings.

Figure 30 Run Settings
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•

The final structure should look like the following image:

Figure 31 Optimized Design
•

Use the Analyze option to examine the model so created.

Figure 32 Von Mises Stress Distribution
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